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The theoretical impact of external parameters such as the hydrostatic pressure, temperature, electric field, 
magnetic field, as well as the Indium (In) concentration and quantum dot width on the nonlinear optical 
properties of a Mathieu quantum dot (MQD) with a screw dislocation and a hydrogenic impurity at its 
center, formed by an InxGa1−xAs/GaAs heterojunction, is presented. The wave equation of the system is 
solved in cylindrical coordinates using the effective mass approximation and the Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg 
(RKF) method, taking into account the direction of the screw dislocation and the symmetry of the 
structure. In addition to the screw dislocation, thermodynamic effects, electric and magnetic fields, In 
concentration, and the width of the MQD have significant effects on the electronic energy levels, dipole 
matrix elements, and transition frequencies, resulting in important consequences for the nonlinear optical 
properties. The effects and alternatives of the relevant parameters on the nonlinear optical properties of 
the MQD with a screw dislocation are discussed in detail. The optical properties that can be altered by 
these parameters may also be important for experimental studies in determining the optimality of the 
structure.

© 2023 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Nanostructures such as zero-dimensional (0D) quantum dots, 
one-dimensional (1D) quantum wires (QWWs) and nanotubes 
(NTs), two-dimensional (2D) quantum wells and nanoplates, col-
lectively known as low-dimensional systems, exhibit novel prop-
erties in various areas such as optoelectronics, nanophotonics, so-
lar energy conversion, thermoelectric and electrochemical energy 
storage, chemical and biological sensing [1–7]. Among these nanos-
tructures, quantum dots, which encompass carriers in three dimen-
sions (3D), are semiconductor systems with distinct electronic, op-
tical, and transport properties compared to other low-dimensional 
nanostructures. Quantum dots, having very small dimensions, ex-
hibit a stronger confinement effect due to their larger bandgap [8]. 
Due to these significant advantages, quantum dots can emit light 
in different colors by varying their sizes while using the same 
material [9]. Due to their adjustable photoluminescent properties 
through size tuning, quantum dots (QDs) are widely used in opto-
electronic devices such as the high-efficiency luminescent devices 
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[10], lasers [11], light-emitting diodes [12], biosensors [13], second 
harmonic generation in quantum computing [14], and photovoltaic 
cells [15]. Compared to organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs), LEDs 
made from quantum dots have advantages such as longer lifespan, 
lower power consumption, enhanced color saturation, and lower 
cost, thanks to the ability to tune emission with narrow emission 
spectra and a wide range of colors [16]. Hydrogenic impurities in 
low-dimensional systems play an important role in enhancing the 
conductivity of semiconductors. Additionally, hydrogenic impuri-
ties in quantum dots serve as a useful model to understand the 
electronic and optical properties of these structures. The electronic 
and nonlinear optical properties of hydrogenic impurities in low-
dimensional structures have been investigated by many researchers 
[17–20]. In nonlinear optical properties, the relationship between 
polarization intensity and the electric field of light is known to be 
non-linear. Nonlinear optical processes include second harmonic 
generation (SHG) [21], electro-optic effects referred to as Pockels 
and Kerr effects [21], third harmonic generation (THG) [22], high 
harmonic generation (HHG) [23], and optical rectification (OR) [24], 
among others. Furthermore, the nonlinear optical properties are 
utilized in various areas, such as in the design of fiber optic ca-
bles to correct optical aberration defects [25]. In the present study, 
the nonlinear optical properties of an InxGa1−xAs/GaAs MQD sys-
tem with a screw dislocation are investigated, taking into account 
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variations in the structural parameters under different external in-
fluences.

MQDs, which can also be experimentally produced, create a 
parabolic confinement on electrons. By using InxGa1−xAs/GaAs 
quantum wells and quantum dots, optoelectronic devices such as 
edge-emitting lasers, microdisk lasers, and photovoltaic convert-
ers with higher performance can be achieved [26]. Furthermore, 
with recent advancements in crystal growth techniques, mixed-
dimensional nanostructures called InxGa1−xAs/GaAs quantum well 
dots (QWDs) have been obtained, which possess advantageous 
properties of both quantum wells and quantum dots [27]. Dislo-
cations are regions where atoms are positioned outside the crys-
tal structure. Dislocations arise as a result of applying stress to 
the structure. The fundamental type of dislocation, known as a 
screw dislocation, is also a result of shear stress, but the move-
ment of the defect line is perpendicular to both the direction of 
stress and atomic displacement. Screw dislocations have significant 
consequences on the electronic and optical properties of materials 
[28,29]. At the boundary of continuity, a screw dislocation affects 
a quantum system, such as an isolated magnetic flux tube, leading 
to the Aharonov-Bohm (AB) interference phenomenon [30,31].

External parameters applied to low-dimensional structures, 
such as the external electric and magnetic fields, hydrostatic pres-
sure, and temperature, modify the electronic and optical properties 
by altering the structure’s symmetry and effective confinement 
potential [32]. Since the energy spectra of the structure can be 
adjusted with these external effects, desired electronic and opti-
cal properties can be achieved in device designs by tuning these 
parameters. Moreover, controlled variations in the effects of exter-
nal perturbations can regulate the performance of optoelectronic 
devices. Therefore, these external effects are considered important 
arguments for investigating the linear and nonlinear optical prop-
erties of low-dimensional structures [33–37]. In this regard, the 
application of hydrostatic pressure to nanostructures increases the 
effective mass of particles and reduces the dielectric constant and 
dimension of the system. Due to the changed influence of the ap-
plied hydrostatic pressure on the confinement potential, the band 
structure of the structure can also be modified [38–41]. The appli-
cation of an electric field and/or hydrostatic pressure on quantum 
wells has significant effects on the density of states and polariz-
ability of hydrogenic shallow donor impurities [42–44]. The density 
of impurity states is strongly dependent on hydrostatic stress and 
electric field, and in the absence of an electric field, the energy 
level can be degenerate for symmetrical positions of the impurities 
with respect to the center of the quantum well. Relevant studies 
demonstrate the importance of properly considering the density 
of impurity states when electric fields are applied in the struc-
ture, as it may be crucial for interpreting future experimental data 
on optical phenomena related to shallow impurities in quantum 
well wires. Additionally, the results indicate that having accurate 
knowledge of the impurity distribution within the structure is 
essential for a quantitative comparison between theoretical and 
experimental results concerning the binding energies and optical 
absorption spectra of donor impurities in multiple quantum well 
systems under hydrostatic pressure. The linear and nonlinear op-
tical properties and electronic properties of hydrogenic impurities 
in a spherical quantum dot under an electric field have been in-
vestigated [40,45], where the significant impact of the external pa-
rameters on both the binding energy and the optical properties of 
the system is an important result. The nonlinear optical properties 
of quantum dots under a multi-dimensional confinement potential 
composed of Al0.3Ga0.7As/GaAs material have been studied using 
the effective mass approximation [46]. Increase in the potential 
strength and temperature causes a shift of the absorption resonant 
peaks to blue, while a decrease in the range of the confinement 
potential significantly affects the optical absorption characteristics 
2

by having the same effect on the quantum dot radius and hydro-
static pressure [46]. The optical absorption and energy spectrum 
of singly ionized double donor systems in the coupled quantum 
dot-ring structure have been calculated. The obtained results are 
remarkable in demonstrating the dependence of electronic and 
linear-nonlinear optical properties on the size of the quantum 
dot, hydrostatic pressure, temperature, external parameters such 
as the electric and magnetic fields, and structural parameters such 
as aluminum concentration [47]. The effects of In segregation, 
temperature, pressure, external electric field, and structural dimen-
sions on the linear and nonlinear optical properties of lens-shaped 
quantum dots composed of InxGa1−xAs/GaAs heterostructures have 
been investigated. The results show that the heterogeneous In
distribution within the QD causes a redshift, while the In segre-
gation in the wetting layer leads to a blueshift. Additionally, the 
absorption coefficient and refractive index resonant frequencies 
shift to blue as the strength of the electric field increases due 
to the increased asymmetry of the structure potential induced by 
the electric field. In addition, nonlinear optical properties shift to 
red as temperature increases and to blue as pressure increases 
[48]. The effects of the structure parameters such as hydrostatic 
pressure, temperature, QD depth, Al concentration and radius on 
the second harmonic generation coefficient of the structure that 
can be adjusted as the quantum dot and quantum ring under 
the enclosure potential, which is the sum of the quadratic reverse 
parabolic potential and the modified Gaussian potential obtained 
from GaAs/Ga1−xAlxAs semiconductor under the influence of mag-
netic field, have been investigated [49]. In this study, it was found 
that increasing hydrostatic pressure, Al concentration, and QD ra-
dius shift the SHG resonant frequency to red, while an increase 
in magnetic field, QD depth, harmonic confinement frequency, and 
temperature leads to a blueshift of the SHG resonant frequency. 
Furthermore, it was shown that the SHG resonant amplitudes 
increase with temperature, Al concentration, QD depth, and ra-
dius, but decrease with an increase in magnetic field, hydrostatic 
pressure, and harmonic confinement frequency [49]. The third har-
monic generation (THG) of spherical GaAs/Ga1−xAlxAs quantum 
dots with the Deng−Fan−Eckart confinement potential is also an 
interesting study that explores the dependence on pressure, tem-
perature, and Al concentration [50]. The obtained results reveal 
that these parameters influence significantly the position and am-
plitude of the THG coefficient’s resonant peak. The peak of the 
THG coefficient shifts to red with increasing pressure due to the 
decrease in transition energies with increasing pressure, and the 
THG resonant amplitudes also increase with increasing pressure. 
As temperature increases, the THG resonant frequency shifts to 
blue, albeit with a slight increase in the difference between tran-
sition energies. Additionally, contrary to the increase in pressure, 
the THG amplitudes decrease with increasing temperature [50].

In this study, the nonlinear optical properties (NOR, SHG, and 
THG) of the hydrogenic impurity in the center of the MQD with 
screw dislocation have been probed by considering the external 
effects such as hydrostatic pressure, temperature, external elec-
tric field, magnetic field, and the changes in structural parameters. 
From an application perspective, it is important to determine the 
optimum conditions by manipulating these external fields and ad-
justing the structural parameters. Therefore, the main motivation 
of the study is to explore the effects of the screw dislocation, ex-
ternal electric field, magnetic field, and structural parameters on 
the NOR, SHG, and THG, aiming to identify the alternatives of these 
variables to each other. Based on the obtained theoretical results 
and the determined nonlinear optical properties, it will be possible 
to create devices or structure components with desired properties 
more practically and reliably, without requiring extensive experi-
mental experience, to obtain samples with the desired capabilities 
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in measurements. The results obtained in this study have a manual 
nature for applications involving MQDs.

The work is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the theo-
retical calculation procedure. In Section 3, numerical results, elec-
tronic properties, and comments on the nonlinear optical coeffi-
cients are discussed, and finally, Section 4 presents the obtained 
results.

2. Theoretical model and procedure

Some type topological defects are depicted by considering the 
line element

ds2 = gijdyidy j (1)

with gij (the metric tensor elements), {yi} (the curvilinear coor-
dinate’s appropriate set). The Laplacian operator in the relevant 
curvilinear coordinate system is stated as

∇2 = 1√|g|∂i

√|g|gij∂ j (2)

with |g| (determinant of the matrix g = (gij)), ∂ j = ∂/yi , gij g jk =
δi

k . For such a curvilinear coordinate system, the nonrelativistic 
wave equation is in the following form (considering natural units);

i
∂ψ

∂t
= − 1

2m

1√|g|∂i(
√|g|gij∂ j)ψ + V (r)ψ, (3)

where V (r) is the scalar potential. The metric of the relevant sys-
tem for the electrons in the 3D crystal having the single screw 
dislocation with the Burgers vector b = bez along the z−axis is 
given by [51]

ds2 = (dz + βdφ)2 + dr2 + r2dφ2, (4)

where φ is the azimuthal coordinate, r is the radial coordinate as 
r = √

x2 + y2, and (r, φ, z) → (r, φ + 2π, z), β = b/2π . The Hamil-
tonian operator for an electron of the effective mass m� in a crys-
tal with a screw dislocation includes an effective potential energy 
function, given by

H = − h̄2

2m�
∇2 + V (r), (5)

where the Hamiltonian is obtained by using the continuous limit 
approach within the framework of the tight-binding model for dis-
crete lattice [52]. This interaction potential contains a potential 
term resulting from structural distortion having functional impact 
on the electronic, optical and statistical specifications of the struc-
ture in terms of semiconductor’s carriers [53]. This additive poten-
tial term formed by the screw dislocation can be evaluated as the 
deformed potential. The deformed potential is stated as the follow-
ing form

V S D(r) = h̄2

2m�a2

b2

4π2r2
(2 + a2(

∂

∂z
)2), (6)

where m� is the effective mass of the electron, a is the lattice con-
stant. The Hamiltonian for a hydrogenic impurity at the center of 
the MQD under the influence of the screw dislocation, the exter-
nal electric field in the radial direction, the external magnetic field, 
the hydrostatic pressure, and the temperature is demonstrated by

H = 1

2m�(P , T )

[
− ih̄ �∇ − e �A

]2 + V S D(r) + V M Q D(r) + e�ξ .�r

− Ze2

, (7)

4πε0ε(P , T )r

3

where V M Q D(r) is the MQD potential, V S D(r) is the deformed po-
tential with m�(P , T ), �ξ is the external electric field in the radial 
direction, and the last term is the impurity potential energy. For 
the encompassed electron in the MQD, the potential energy varies 
with the radial distance (r). The position of the hydrogenic impu-
rity is central. Since the electron is confined within the quantum 
dot and also interacts with the central hydrogenic impurity, the 
added impurity potential energy to the system is considered to 
vary solely with the radial distance (r). There are various experi-
mental methods for applying a radial electric field to a quantum 
dot [54]. i) By applying voltage to electrodes specially positioned 
around the quantum dot, an electric potential difference is cre-
ated between them, resulting in a radial electric field applied to 
the quantum dot. ii) In the ionization process, an ion beam with 
sufficient energy is generated in a region close to the quantum 
dot. This ion beam creates an electric field that affects the quan-
tum dot and aligns along the desired radial direction. iii) An optical 
trap can be applied using laser light. The laser light creates a radial 
electric field by exerting an electromagnetic force on the quantum 
dot. The effective mass is revised due to the hydrostatic pressure 
(P ) and temperature (T ). Then, m�(P , T ) is given by

m�(P , T ) =
[

1 + E�
P

(
2

E�
g (P , T )

+ 1

E�
g (P , T ) + 0.341

)]−1

m0,

(8)

with the m0 (the free electron mass). Similarly, the static electric 
constant is also modified, stating as [55]

ε(P , T )

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

12.74exp(−1.67 × 10−2 P )exp(9.4 × 10−5(T − 75.6),

if T ≤ 200K

13.18exp(−1.73 × 10−2 P )exp(20.4 × 10−5(T − 300),

if T > 200K .

(9)

Considering GaAs (InGaAs), E�
g (P , T ) including E�

P (P , T ) = 7.51 eV 
is the energy gap depending on P and T , in units of eV. E�

g (P , T )

is expressed by

E�
g (P , T ) = E0

g + αP − βT 2(T + c)−1, (10)

with the pressure coefficient α = 10.8 × 10−2 eV/GPa(α = 7.7 ×
10−2 eV/GPa), the temperature coefficients β = 5.405 × 10−4 eV/K 
(β = 4.19 × 10−4 eV/K) and c = 204 K (c = 271 K) for GaAs (and 
InAs). For P = 0 GPa and T = 0 K, E0

g = 1.52 eV (0.42 eV) is the 
energy gap for GaAs (and InAs) [55,56]. E g(P , T ) for GaxIn1−xAs 
can be furnished as function P , T and x (In-concentration) in the 
following form [56].

EGaInAs
g (P , T , x) = EGaAs

g (P , T ) + [
E InAs

g (P , T ) − E InAs
g (P , T )

]
x

− 0.475x(1 − x). (11)

The quantum dot radius (Rdot(P )) is fixed depending on the hy-
drostatic pressure as follows [57,58].

Rdot(P ) = R(0)(1 − 3(S11 + 2S12)P )(1/3) (12)

where

C11 = (8.34 + 3.56x)10, (13)

C12 = (4.54 + 0.8x)10,

S11 = (C11 + C12)/((C11 − C12)(C11 + 2C12)),

S12 = −C12/((C11 − C12)(C11 + 2C12)).
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The P and T require modification of the MQD profile, and the re-
lated modification is expressed by [57,58]

V M Q D(r, P , T )

=

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

0.7(EGaAs
g (P , T ) − EGaInAs

g (P , T ))(sin2(ηr) − cos(ηr)),

if r ≤ Rdot(P )

0, if r > Rdot(P ),

(14)

where η is the width parameter with 1/length- dimension for the 
MQD.

When considering the uniform external magnetic field (�B = Bẑ) 
along the z−axis, being the vector potential �A , the gauge �∇ × �A =
�B is employed. In this case, if the eigenvalue equation for the 
Hamiltonian operator in Eq. (7) is ordered, the following differ-
ential equation is obtained

− h̄2

2m�(P , T )

[
∂2

∂r2
+ 1

r

∂

∂r
+ 1

r2
(

∂

∂φ
− β

∂

∂z
)2 + ∂2

∂z2

]
�(r, φ, z)

+
[

ieBh̄

2m�(P , T )
(

∂

∂φ
− β

∂

∂z
) + e2 B2r2

8m�(P , T )

]
�(r, φ, z)

+ (V S D(r, P , T ) + V M Q D(r, P , T ) + eξr − Ze2

4πε0ε(P , T )r
− E)�(r, φ, z) = 0, (15)

Due to freedom of the electron in the z−direction, and its 2π pe-
riod in the azimuthal direction, the following ansatz for the wave 
function can be suggested

�(r, φ, z) = N R(r)eim�φeikz z, (16)

where N is the normalization constant, m� is the magnetic quan-
tum number as m� = 0, ±1, ±2, ±3, ...; and kz∃	. Considering the 
wave function suggestion for the Eq. (15), it is obtained that

R ′′(r) + R ′(r)
r

+
[

2m�(P , T )E

h̄2
+ eB

h̄
(m� − βkz) − k2

z − e2 B2

4h̄2
r2

− 2m�(P , T )

h̄2
eξr − (m� − βkz)

2 + b2

4π2a2 (2 + a2k2
z )

r2

+ 2m�(P , T )

h̄2

Ze2

4πε0ε(P , T )r

− 2m�(P , T )

h̄2
V M Q D(r, P , T )

]
R(r) = 0. (17)

Eq. (17) is solved by employing Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg (RKF) method.
For details of the RKF method, please refer [59].

To specify the NOR, SHG and THG characteristics of the MQD 
system, it is taken into consideration that monochromatic optical 
radiation field (E(t)) having ω frequency is applied in the radial 
direction, and is given by

E(t) = Ẽeiωt + Ẽ−iωt . (18)

The time-evolution of the matrix elements of one-electron density 
operator is stated as [60]

∂ρ̂i j

∂t
= 1

ih̄
[Ĥ − M̂.E(t), ρ̂]i j − �i j(ρ̂ − ρ̂(0))i j, (19)

with ρ̂ (density matrix of one-electron system), ρ̂(0) (unperturbed 
density matrix operator), Ĥ0 (the Hamiltonian of the system when 
no electromagnetic field), M̂.E(t) = −er̂E(t) (perturbative contri-
bution), �i j (the relaxation rate in damping duration). In order to 
4

Eq. (10), the following serial solution suggestion can be considered 
[61]

ρ̂(t) =
∞∑

n=0

ρ̂(n), (20)

when considering Eq. (20), Eq. (19) is converted to the following 
form

∂ρ̂
(n+1)
i j

∂t
= 1

ih̄

(
[Ĥ, ρ̂(n+1)]i j − ih̄�i jρ̂

(n+1)
i j

)
− 1

ih̄
[er̂, ρ̂(n)]i j E(t).

(21)

Due to E(t) optical field, the electronic polarization is expressed as 
[62]

P (t) = (ε0χ
(1)
ω Ẽeiωt + ε0χ

(2)
0 Ẽ2 + ε0χ

(2)
2ω Ẽ(2)e2iωt

+ ε0χ
(3)
ω Ẽ(2) Ẽeiωt + ε0χ

(3)
3ω Ẽ(3)e3iωt + ...), (22)

where ε0 is the permittivity of free space; χ(1)
ω , χ(2)

0 , χ(2)
2ω , χ(3)

ω

and χ(3)
3ω are, respectively, the linear, the optical rectification, the 

second harmonic generation, the third order and third harmonic 
generation susceptibilities. By using density-matrix approach and 
iterative method; NOR, SHG and THG susceptibilities are obtained 
in the following form [60,63]:

χ
(2)
0 = 4e3ρν

ε0h̄2
μ2

01δ01
ω2

10(1 + �2/�1) + (ω2 + �2
2)(�2/�1 − 1)

[(ω10 − ω)2 + �2
2][(ω10 + ω)2 + �2

2]
,

(23)

χ
(2)
2ω = e3ρν

ε0h̄2

μ01μ12μ20

(ω−ω10 − i�3)(2ω−ω20 − i�3)
, (24)

χ
(3)
3ω = e4ρνμ01μ12μ23μ30

ε0h̄3(ω−ω10 − i�3)(2ω−ω20 − i�3)

1

(3ω−ω30 − i�3)
,

(25)

where e is the positive electron charge, ρν is the electron density, 
ωi j = (Ei − E j)/h̄ is the transition frequency, �k = 1/Tk (k = 1, 2, 3) 
is the damping term related to lifetime of electrons in transition 
process. δ01 = |μ00 − μ11| and being ψi initial state wave func-
tion and ψ j final state one, μi j = | < ψ j |r|ψi > | (i, j = 0, 1, 2, 3) 
is the off-diagonal matrix elements. In consideration of the SHG, 
THG and NOR characteristic, the numerical setup is considered 
as m∗ = 0.067m0 (m0 is free electron mass), ρν = 3 × 1023 m−3, 
εGaAs = 13.18, ε0 = 8.854 × 10−12 C2/Nm2, �1,2,3 = 1.0 Thz. The 
quantum dot radius is taken as Rdot = 6a0 throughout the study. 
The effective Bohr radius is computed as a0 = 103.7 Å [64–66].

3. Result and discussions

In the present work, the effects of the external electric field 
(ξ ) and magnetic field (B), as well as structural parameters such 
as the dislocation factor (b), potential height (V 0), and quantum 
dot width (η), on the nonlinear optical properties (NOR, SHG, and 
THG) of InxGa1−xAs/GaAs MQDs have been examined. The corre-
sponding effective potential is shown in Fig. 1a as a function of 
radial distance (r) depending on the hydrostatic pressure and in 
Fig. 1b depending on the temperature. The variations of wave func-
tions for the effective potential and the first four electronic energy 
levels are shown in Fig. 2a for the electric field, Fig. 2b for the 
magnetic field, Fig. 2c for the Burgers vector amplitude, Fig. 2d for 
the potential height, and Fig. 2e for the MQD width, as functions 
of radial distance.
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Fig. 1. The effective potential profile as function of the radial distance r(a0) and, (a) the hydrostatic pressure (P (GPa)), when F = 10 kV/cm, B = 0.5 T, x = 0.2, η = 0.35/a0, 
b = 2a, T = 300 K, (b) the temperature (T (K )), when F = 10 kV/cm, B = 0.5 T, x = 0.2, η = 0.35/a0, b = 2a, P = 10 GPa.

Fig. 2. The effective potential profile and first four bound state wave functions as function of the radial distance r(a0) and, (a) the external electric field (ξ (kV/cm)), when 
B = 0.5 T, x = 0.2, η = 0.35/a0, b = 2a, P = 10 GPa, T = 300 K, (b) the external magnetic field (B (T)), when ξ = 10 kV/cm, x = 0.2, η = 0.35/a0, b = 2a, P = 10 GPa, 
T = 300 K, (c) the Burgers vector magnitude (b(×a)), when ξ = 10 kV/cm, B = 0.5 T, x = 0.2, η = 0.35/a0, P = 10 GPa, T = 300 K, (d) the MQD depth (V 0 (eV)), when 
ξ = 10 kV/cm, η = 0.35/a0, b = 2a, P = 10 GPa, T = 300 K, (e) the MQD width parameter (η(1/a0)), when ξ = 10 kV/cm, x = 0.2, b = 2a, P = 10 GPa, T = 300 K.
In Fig. 3a, b, and c, respectively, the NOR, SHG, and THG of the 
MQD are shown as functions of the incident photon energy for dif-
ferent hydrostatic pressure values as P = 1.5, 5, 10, and 15 GPa. It 
can be observed that the pressure has a significant effect on all 
three nonlinear properties. In the NOR, SHG, and THG plots, as the 
pressure increases, the resonant frequencies shift to red. In Fig. 1a, 
it can be seen that as the hydrostatic pressure increases, the con-
finement effect of the structure decreases, especially for large ra-
dius values, which leads to a decrease in energy differences (see 
Figs. 3 insets). Additionally, it is observed that the amplitudes of 
NOR, SHG, and THG amplitude decrease with increasing pressure. 
This decrease is consistent with the decrease in matrix elements 
with pressure for all three plots (see Figs. 3 insets). In Fig. 3b, as 
5

the pressure decreases, a second resonant peak starts to appear, in 
line with the SHG behavior. However, with increasing pressure, a 
stable and sharp character emerges in the SHG curve, which can 
be interpreted as the enhancement of frequency doubling possibil-
ity due to the increase in hydrostatic pressure. In Fig. 3c, it can 
be observed that the applied hydrostatic pressure does not change 
the THG character in terms of resonant frequencies. More clearly, 
as the hydrostatic pressure increases, two resonant peaks always 
form.

In Fig. 4a, b, and c, respectively, the NOR, SHG, and THG of the 
MQD are shown as functions of the incident photon energy for 
temperature values as T = 0, 150, and 300 K. In all three plots, it 
can be observed that the resonant frequencies shift towards higher 
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Fig. 3. The NOR (panel a), SHG (panel b) and THG coefficients (panel c) of the MQD with ξ = 10 kV/cm, B = 0.5 T, x = 0.2, η = 0.35/a0, b = 2a, P = 1.5 − 5 − 10 − 15 GPa, 
T = 300 K. The insets present the related energy differences and matrix elements, respectively; as �E = E1 − E0 (cyan) and μ× = μ2

01δ01 for the NOR coefficients (panel a), 
�E = (E2 − E0)/2 (red) and μ× = μ01μ12μ20 for the SHG coefficients (panel b), �E = (E3 − E0)/3 (green) and μ× = μ01μ12μ23μ30 for the THG coefficients (panel c).

Fig. 4. The same of Fig. 3 but when T = 0 − 150 − 300 K.
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Fig. 5. The NOR (panel a), SHG (panel b) and THG coefficients (panel c) of the MQD with ξ = 1 − 10 − 35 − 75 kV/cm, B = 0.5 T, x = 0.2, η = 0.35/a0, b = 2a, P = 10 GPa, 
T = 300 K. The insets present the related energy differences and matrix elements, respectively; as �E = E1 − E0 (cyan) and μ× = μ2

01δ01 for the NOR coefficients (panel a), 
�E = (E2 − E0)/2 (red) and μ× = μ01μ12μ20 for the SHG coefficients (panel b), �E = (E3 − E0)/3 (green) and μ× = μ01μ12μ23μ30 for the THG coefficients (panel c).
energies with increasing the temperature. This can be explained by 
the temperature effect on the potential energy shown in Fig. 1b. 
Since the temperature increase generates a weak response on the 
effective potential, as can be seen from the inset graphs, the energy 
differences also increase feebly. The weak effect of temperature on 
the system is the reason for this small difference. A similar weak 
effect is reflected in the resonant amplitudes, as the NOR, SHG, 
and THG amplitudes show a weak increase with increasing tem-
perature. The reason for this behavior is the monotonic increase in 
dipole matrix elements with increasing temperature.

In Fig. 5a, b, and c, respectively, the NOR, SHG, and THG of 
the MQD are presented as functions of the incident photon energy 
for different electric field values as ξ = 1, 10, 35, and 75 kV/cm. 
As can be seen in all three plots, as the applied external electric 
field increases, causing an increase in the energy difference be-
tween levels, the NOR, SHG, and THG resonant frequencies shift to 
blue. As shown in Fig. 2a, as the electric field increases, the sym-
metry of the structure is disturbed, and the repulsive character of 
the effective potential becomes dominant, leading to an increase 
in the energy differences (�E) between levels (see Figs. 5 insets). 
Another noteworthy point in the NOR, SHG, and THG graphs is the 
decrease in the amplitudes as the electric field increases. In the 
insets of Fig. 5a, b, and c, it can be observed that as the electric 
field increases, μ× decreases. Therefore, it can be said that the 
change in dipole matrix elements (μ×) with respect to the elec-
tric field dominates the amplitudes. As the electric field disrupts 
the symmetry of the MQD (Fig. 2a), it leads to more pronounced 
SHG effects. In the SHG graph, the first notable point is the trans-
formation of two sharp resonant peaks into a single sharp peak 
as the electric field decreases. A similar case is observed for THG 
as well. As the applied electric field strength decreases, the THG 
curve becomes more stable.
7

In Fig. 6a, b, and c, respectively, the NOR, SHG, and THG of the 
MQD are plotted as functions of the incident photon energy for dif-
ferent external magnetic field values as B = 0.5, 5, 10, and 20 T. As 
shown in Fig. 6a, b, and c, as the magnetic field increases, the NOR, 
SHG, and THG resonant frequencies shift to blue. This is due to the 
increase in the repulsive nature of the effective potential and the 
decrease in its strength as a result of the increase in the magnetic 
field (see Fig. 2b). It is an expected result that such a repulsive 
potential character increases the energy difference between levels 
(see Fig. 6a, b, c insets). Another observation in the NOR and SHG 
graphs is the monotonic decrease in resonant amplitudes as the 
magnetic field increases. This decrease in amplitudes is consistent 
with the decrease in matrix elements (μ×) in response to the in-
creasing magnetic field, as can be seen in Fig. 6a, b insets. It should 
be noted that the increase in the magnetic field does not affect the 
SHG character, as a sharp and stable SHG curve is observed in all 
cases (see Fig. 6b). As shown in Fig. 6c inset, although the ma-
trix elements (μ×) decrease with increasing magnetic field, this 
effect does not reflect on the THG amplitudes. Therefore, it can be 
said that the matrix elements have an effect on THG amplitudes 
not solely based on their values but also in relation to the reso-
nant frequencies in a different mathematical form. Furthermore, it 
is also observed that the magnetic field does not dominate on the 
THG character.

In Fig. 7a, b, and c, respectively, the NOR, SHG, and THG of the 
MQD are plotted as functions of the incident photon energy for 
different values of the Burgers vector as b = 0.5a, 1.5a, 2.5a, and 
3.5a. As shown in Fig. 7a, b, and c, as the screw dislocation de-
fect increases, the NOR, SHG, and THG resonant frequencies shift 
slightly to red. This is due to the decrease in the confinement ef-
fect of the effective potential as the dislocation defect increases, 
as can be seen in Fig. 2c. This leads to a decrease in the energy 
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Fig. 6. The same of Fig. 5 but when ξ = 10 kV/cm, B = 0.5 − 5 − 10 − 20 T, x = 0.2, η = 0.35/a0, b = 2a, P = 10 GPa, T = 300 K.

Fig. 7. The same of Fig. 5 but when ξ = 10 kV/cm, B = 0.5 T, x = 0.2, η = 0.35/a0, b = (0.5 − 1.5 − 2.5 − 3.5)a, P = 10 GPa, T = 300 K.
8
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Fig. 8. The same of Fig. 5 but when ξ = 10 kV/cm, B = 0.5 T, x = 0.15 − 0.25 − 0.35 − 0.45, η = 0.35/a0, b = 2)a, P = 10 GPa, T = 300 K.
difference between levels. Additionally, although to a lesser extent, 
the NOR amplitudes decrease slightly as the dislocation defect in-
creases. This decrease in the NOR amplitudes is parallel to the 
changes in matrix elements caused by the screw dislocation de-
fect. The matrix elements (μ×) decrease in the same monotonous 
manner with increasing b value (see Fig. 7a inset). On the other 
hand, it can be observed that the amplitudes of SHG and THG in-
crease with increasing b, unlike NOR amplitudes. This increase in 
SHG amplitudes is consistent with the changes in dipole matrix 
elements, as can be confirmed in Fig. 7. However, there is no par-
allelism observed in the behavior of dipole matrix elements for the 
THG amplitudes.

In Fig. 8a, b, and c, respectively, the NOR, SHG, and THG of 
the MQD are presented as functions of the incident photon en-
ergy for different values of In concentration as x = 0.15, 0.28, 0.35, 
and 0.45. As x increases, the confinement effect of the effective 
potential increases, as clearly observed in Fig. 2d, resulting in an 
increased energy difference between bound state localizations (see
Fig. 8a, b, c insets). Consequently, as x increases, the NOR, SHG, 
and THG resonant energies shift towards the higher energy region. 
Furthermore, the amplitudes of NOR, SHG, and THG decrease with 
increasing x, consistent with the changes in matrix elements (see
Fig. 8a, b, c insets). In Fig. 9a, b, and c, respectively, the NOR, SHG, 
and THG of the MQD are presented as functions of the incident 
photon energy for different values of η as η = 0.25/a0, 0.28/a0, 
0.31/a0, and 0.35/a0. As seen in Fig. 9a, b, c, as η increases, the 
NOR, SHG, and THG resonant frequencies shift towards the higher 
energy region, and the resonant amplitudes decrease. The shift of 
resonant frequencies towards the higher energy region is consis-
tent with our expectations. As observed in Fig. 2e, as η increases, 
the repulsive nature of the effective potential increases, thereby in-
creasing the energy difference between localizations (see Fig. 9a, b, 
c insets). The decrease in resonant amplitudes with increasing η is 
9

also consistent with the changes in dipole matrix elements (μ×) 
with η.

4. Concluding remarks

In this work, nonlinear optical properties such as the NOR, SHG 
and THG of InxGa1−xAs/GaAs MQD, which has a hydrogenic impu-
rity in its center, have been probed depending on structural param-
eters such as In concentration and QD width, as well as external 
effects such as the electric field, magnetic field, screw dislocation 
under the effect of hydrostatic pressure and temperature. From a 
thermodynamic perspective, pressure has a more significant im-
pact on the optical properties. In terms of resonant frequencies, 
although the external electric and magnetic fields cause similar 
results, the electric field is found to be more functional when 
considering optimality. Structural parameters, as expected, have a 
noticeable effect on the NOR, SHG, and THG. The parameters x and 
η can be alternative parameters for resonant frequency and ampli-
tude. However, the effect of screw dislocation distinguishes itself in 
this regard. On the other hand, in this work, the screw dislocation 
can be regarded as a defect or a mechanical function. The results 
and analysis presented in this study provide researchers with in-
sights into how to evaluate these parameters in a targeted manner. 
The parameter values used in the study are consistent with ex-
perimental limits and are physically accessible. In this context, we 
hope that the obtained results and conducted analysis will be ben-
eficial for experimental investigations involving MQD growth.
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